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In this article, we apply the REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997) to age differences in associative
memory. Using Criss and Shiffrin’s (2005) associative version of REM, we show that in a task with pairs
repeated across 2 study lists, older adults’ reduced benefit of pair repetition can be produced by a general
reduction in the diagnosticity of information stored in memory. This reduction can be modeled similarly
well by reducing the overall distinctiveness of memory features, or by reducing the accuracy of memory
encoding. We report a new experiment in which pairs are repeated across 3 study lists and extend the
model accordingly. Finally, we extend the model to previously reported data using the same task
paradigm, in which the use of a high-association strategy introduced proactive interference effects in
young adults but not older adults. Reducing the diagnosticity of information in memory also reduces the
proactive interference effect. Taken together, the modeling and empirical results reported here are
consistent with the claim that some age differences that appear to be specific to associative information
can be produced via general degradation of information stored in memory. The REM model provides a
useful framework for examining age differences in memory as well as harmonizing seemingly conflicting
prior modeling approaches for the associative deficit.
Keywords: associative deficit, proactive interference, age-related memory impairment, REM model

apparent specificity of age-related deficits in context memory could
be accounted for by a general decline in memory fidelity. According
to this approach, termed the DRYAD model (Density of Representations Yields Age-related Deficits), the generally sparse nature of
context encoding causes contextual information to be more affected
by loss of memory fidelity than item information, which is typically
more densely encoded than contextual information (subject to the
demands of a particular task).
In a recent exchange, Smyth and Naveh-Benjamin (2016; NavehBenjamin & Smyth, 2016) and Benjamin (2016) debated whether the
DRYAD approach could adequately account for the associative deficit. We do not attempt to resolve this debate here, but it is nonetheless
useful in light of the debate to explore how established models of
associative memory might account for observed age differences. One
prominent model, REM (Retrieving Effectively from Memory; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), has been used to describe data from a wide
variety of memory tasks in young adults, but has not been as extensively applied to the study of age-related memory change. In this
article, we consider a version of REM that has been used to describe
associative memory performance in young adults, and examine how
the model might account for age differences in associative memory as
a consequence of variation in a single, general memory encoding
parameter.

How association-specific is the associative deficit in older adult
memory? A multitude of empirical findings have corroborated
Naveh-Benjamin’s (2000) work demonstrating that older adults are
more impaired in memory for associations than in memory for single
items. Nonetheless, a frequent theoretical issue within the field of
memory (and cognitive psychology more generally) concerns the
question of whether specific effects must be attributed to equally
specific mechanisms, as opposed to the possibility that a general
mechanism can account for dissociations observed in behavioral data.
A recent instance of this type of debate was initiated within the
cognitive aging literature by Benjamin (2010), who argued that the
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The Criss and Shiffrin (2005) Paradigm and the ADH
In a study of young adult memory, Criss and Shiffrin (2005)
carried out an experiment that tested associative recognition for
pairs that varied in the strength of both item and associative
information, as well as in their encoding context. This was
achieved by using two study lists that each consisted of word-face
pairs, with some of the words and faces being presented on both
182
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lists. Among the words and faces presented on both lists, some
were presented in the same pairs (a condition we will refer to as
Lists 1&2 Same) and others were presented in different pairs (i.e.,
Lists 1&2 Different). Thus, pairs from these conditions were
equated in terms of item familiarity, but differed in the familiarity
of their specific pairing. In the other conditions, words and faces
were presented in pairs only once, on either the first (List 1) or
second (List 2) study lists. In the test phase of the experiment,
intact and rearranged pairs were presented, and participants were
instructed to endorse as “old” only the intact pairs that had been
presented in the second study list.
With this design, the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) paradigm combined item, associative, and contextual factors into a single recognition task. Thus, for example, effects of contextual information
can be tested by comparing the List 2 condition to the List 1
condition, effects of item information can be tested by comparing
Lists 1&2 Different to List 2 (since items are repeated in the
former condition but not the latter), and effects of associative
information can be tested by comparing Lists 1&2 Same to Lists
1&2 Different (since both conditions have repeated items but only
the former has repeated pairs). In other studies, separate tasks have
often been used to compare memory for different aspects of
studied stimuli (such as items vs. pairs, e.g., Naveh-Benjamin,
2000). Thus, the ability to examine item, associative, and contextual
factors together in a single task makes the Criss and Shiffrin design
useful for the investigation of age-related memory differences, which
include the associative deficit as well as difficulty with source/contextual information (e.g., Bayen, Phelps, & Spaniol, 2000). Overman
and Becker (2009) repeated Criss and Shiffrin’s experiment with both
young and older adult participants. In addition to replicating Criss and
Shiffrin’s basic pattern of results for young adults, Overman and
Becker found that older adults’ old/new pair discrimination benefited
less from pair repetition than that of young adults. That is, an agerelated interaction was observed such that young adults’ performance was highest in the Lists 1&2 Same condition, but older
adults’ performance was not significantly higher in the Lists 1&2
Same condition than in the Lists 1&2 Different condition. Because
the Lists 1&2 Same condition provided the greatest amount of
associative information for recognition of intact pairs, the fact that
this condition exhibited the greatest age difference was interpreted
by Overman and Becker as consistent with the associative deficit
hypothesis.

A REM Model of Associative Recognition and Aging
In addition to their experiment, Criss and Shiffrin (2005) also
presented a model to describe their young adult data. The model
was a version of REM in which associative features were encoded
along with item and context features for each word–face pair.
Although Overman and Becker (2009) extended Criss and Shiffrin’s experimental paradigm to older adults, they did not attempt
to use the model to account for the age differences they observed.
Thus, for the current purpose of modeling age difference, we begin
by applying the Criss and Shiffrin model to the Overman and
Becker data set.
REM is a global matching model of memory in which to-beremembered stimuli are encoded in memory as episodic traces,
which are represented by vectors of features drawn from a geometric distribution. Encoding is assumed to be incomplete and
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inaccurate, so that each trace stored in memory only contains
partial feature information for the stimulus it represents. At retrieval, a test stimulus is compared to each of the available episodic
traces to compute a likelihood ratio, and the likelihood ratios are
combined across the entire set of traces to compute the odds that
the test stimulus was studied. In Criss and Shiffrin’s (2005) associative version of REM, memory traces are assumed to contain
features representing each of the items in a pair, features representing the current experimental context (i.e., the study list), and
features that represent the unique association between the two
items in the pair. Associative features are also assumed usually to
have a slightly lower probability of being encoded than item or
context features. At test, the associative recognition decision is
based both on the odds that each individual item in a test pair was
studied in the to-be-included context, as well as the odds that the
particular association was studied (full details of the model are
described in the Appendix).
An important aspect of the architecture of REM is that because
features are drawn from a geometric distribution, some feature
values are less probable than others. If a test stimulus matches a
memory trace on a relatively improbable feature value, the feature
match provides stronger evidence that the stimulus was studied—
and is thus more diagnostic—than if the test stimulus matches a
trace on a more probable feature value, or if features are missing.
Because of this, the diagnosticity of the feature values plays a large
role in the discrimination of old versus new items within the
model.
One possibility for how aging might lead to general degradation of memory is that it reduces the diagnosticity of the
information stored in memory. This idea of reduced diagnosticity is consistent with several conceptualizations of agerelated memory decline. For example, Li, Naveh-Benjamin, and
Lindenberger (2005) implemented a neural network model of
the associative deficit based on the idea that age-related change
in neuromodulation causes patterns of activation in the network
to become less distinctive (realized in the model as a change to
the gain parameter in network units’ activation functions). In an
approach based on the SAC model (Source of Activation Confusion; Reder et al., 2000), Buchler and Reder (2007) modeled
age differences in memory in part by assuming that older
adults’ networks of semantic associations are more diffuse than
those of young adults, making individual stimuli less unique.
Finally, Benjamin’s (2010) DRYAD model of age deficits in
context memory implemented age-related changes as a loss of
fidelity, that is, a reduction in the overall number and accuracy
of encoded features. Within an architecture such as REM, any
of these conceptualizations is functionally equivalent to a reduction in the diagnosticity of memory traces, although they
may differ mechanistically in terms of whether the information
encoded in memory is less distinctive to begin with, or becomes
less distinctive through degradation (i.e., because loss of fidelity increases the likelihood that a diagnostic feature will either
not be encoded at all, providing no information, or be encoded
inaccurately and replaced by a different feature value, which is
likely to be more generic). As described below, for our current
implementations of the REM model, we applied both of these
mechanistic approaches separately, and found that they have
almost identical consequences for memory performance.
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Simulations of Overman and Becker (2009) Data
We began by exactly replicating the model of Criss and Shiffrin
(2005; see Appendix), and adjusting a minimal number of parameter values to provide a decent fit to the young adult data of
Overman and Becker (2009). We then modeled the age difference
in performance in two different ways. Each of these older adult
models involved adjusting only a single parameter away from the
values used for young adults. The first of these parameters was g,
which is a parameter used to determine the shape of the geometric
distribution from which features are drawn. Adjusting g upward
places greater probability density at the low end of the feature
distribution, so that a greater proportion of feature values are
selected from among the least distinctive feature values. This
makes feature vectors relatively more generic; one application in
which higher values of g are used is in modeling memory for
high-frequency words (e.g., Malmberg, Steyvers, Stephens, &
Shiffrin, 2002; Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997). Thus, adjustment of g
corresponds fairly well to the reduced-distinctiveness assumptions
in the models of Buchler and Reder (2007) and Li et al. (2005).
The other REM parameter we used to model age differences was
c, which represents the probability that a feature, if encoded, is
encoded correctly. Reducing c roughly corresponds to the reducedfidelity approach of DRYAD (Benjamin, 2010).
Figure 1 presents the data of Overman and Becker (2009) along
with REM model fits obtained as described above, with 1000
simulated participants for each combination of parameter values.
The model provides a good approximation of older adult performance, and does so based on either parameter adjustment. The
qualitative pattern of particular interest is that the greatest decrement in performance is seen in the repeated-pair condition, Lists
1&2 Same. Figure 2 illustrates how discrimination performance in

the different conditions changes across the possible range of values
for each of the parameters g and c, when the other parameter is
held constant. It can be seen that the fits obtained for the Overman
and Becker (2009) data are representative of the overall effect of
changing either parameter. That is, in both cases, as the diagnosticity of features in memory is reduced, performance in the Lists
1&2 Same condition declines at a greater rate than performance in
other conditions. When viewed this way (as in Figure 2), it may
seem obvious that performance in the Lists 1&2 Same condition
should degrade faster than in other conditions: As performance in
all conditions moves monotonically toward zero, the condition that
starts out highest necessarily has to decline at the greatest rate.
Indeed, part of the advantage of implementing this type of model
is that it makes clear how a seemingly specific Age ⫻ Condition
interaction effect can in fact come about through a general change
that affects all conditions. Additionally, the fact that that the
degradation can be produced by adjusting either of two parameters
related to diagnosticity further supports the notion that the observed age differences in these data could be quite general.

Effects of Multiple Repetitions
The associative REM model of Criss and Shiffrin (2005) appears to
do well in capturing age differences in the effects of pair repetition on
associative recognition. Although Overman and Becker (2009) found
virtually no benefit of pair repetition for older adults in their experiment, other studies that have used a greater number of repetitions per
pair have found some benefit of pair repetition in older adults (Kilb &
Naveh-Benjamin, 2011; Light, Patterson, Chung, & Healy, 2004; Van
Ocker, Light, Olfman, & Rivera, 2017). Can the associative REM
model similarly use reduced feature diagnosticity to describe age
differences in an experiment with additional pair repetitions? For a

Figure 1. Overman and Becker (2009) data (bars) and model results (lines). The left panel displays mean
discrimination of intact versus rearranged pairs, as indexed by d=, across pair study conditions. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean. The right panel displays the observed age differences (young minus older),
with error bars representing standard error of the mean difference. Model fits were produced by the Criss and
Shiffrin (2005) REM model with no additional assumptions. Parameters were adjusted to achieve a reasonable
fit to young adult data first, then older adult data were modeled by changing only the g parameter or c parameter.
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Figure 2. Model results across the range of parameter values for g and c between .01 and .99 (adjusted in
increments of .01), produced by running the model with 1000 simulated participants at each parameter
value. Vertical lines mark the parameter values used in the fits displayed in Figure 1. The benefit of pair
repetition is seen in the difference in d= between the Lists 1&2 Same and Lists 1&2 Different conditions.
Across most of the range of parameter values, reduced diagnosticity (at higher values of g, or lower values
of c) diminishes performance in the Lists 1&2 Same condition at a faster rate than other conditions.

direct extension of the model, we now report data from an experiment
that adapted the Criss and Shiffrin paradigm to use three study lists
instead of two.
The experiment used the same basic paradigm as Criss and
Shiffrin’s (2005) experiment with word-face pairs, but with a third
study list added. The addition of another study list also required
replacement of the stimuli with a larger set (80 words and 80 faces
instead of 64 of each). In exploring this variation of the paradigm,
we used two alternate stimulus sets with slightly different word
and face stimuli; we describe these below as Version A and
Version B. The primary difference between Version A and Version
B was that Version A used abstract words (like Criss and Shiffrin)
whereas Version B used first names as the word stimuli.

Method
Participants
Based on similar prior experiments, participants were recruited
with the goal having a sample size of at least 25 within each age group
and version of the task. Thus, 57 young adults (mean age ⫽ 19.18
years, range ⫽ 18 –22 years; mean education ⫽ 13.75 years, range ⫽
12–16 years) were recruited from Elon University’s introductory
psychology courses and received Psychology course credit for participation. Of the 57 young adults, 32 participated in Version A (abstract
words) and 25 participated in Version B (names). Fifty older adults
(mean age ⫽ 74.88 years, range ⫽ 66 – 89; mean education ⫽ 16.77
years, range ⫽ 12–24 years), were recruited from the local community. Older adult participants were entered into a lottery to win one of
4 gift cards. Of the older adults, 25 participated in Version A of the
experiment, and 25 participated in Version B. All participants were
native English speakers and reported no history of major medical,
neurological, or psychiatric disorders. After the explanation of procedures and prior to testing, all participants provided written informed
consent to participate using consent forms approved by the Institutional Review Board of Elon University. After study participation was
complete, all participants were debriefed both verbally and in writing.

Materials
The Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, &
McHugh, 1975) was administered to older adults in order to assess
global cognitive function. Participants’ scores on the MMSE
ranged from 25 to 30 with a mean of 28.9.
For the experiment, picture stimuli consisted of 80 standardized photographs of faces. In Version A, the faces were images
of 40 young females and 40 young males in front-facing position with neutral expression, selected from the FEI Face Database (Thomaz & Giraldi, 2010). In Version B, faces were
selected from the Center for Vital Longevity face database
(Minear & Park, 2004) and included 20 young female, 20 older
female, 20 young male, and 20 older male faces with neutral
expression. Word stimuli in Version A were 80 abstract words
selected from the MRC psycholinguistic database (Coltheart,
1981) such that they were of similar length (M ⫽ 5.2 letters,
range ⫽ 4 – 6 letters), imageability (M ⫽ 355.6, range ⫽ 218 –
437), and Thorndike-Lodge Frequency (M ⫽ 41.69, range ⫽
12–92). Word stimuli in Version B of the experiment were 40
female and 40 male first names obtained from the Social Security database of most popular names by decade (United States
Social Security Administration, n.d.). The most popular 8
names for each gender were selected from the 1990s, then each
of the four prior decades (substituting from further down the list
in earlier decades to avoid repeated names across decades).

Design
The study was a 5 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 2 design consisting of pair Study
Condition (within-subjects) ⫻ Age Group (between-subjects) ⫻
Version (between-subjects).
The design of the study and test lists is illustrated in Table 1.
There were five pair study conditions, which we refer to as Lists
12&3 Same, Lists 12&3 Different, List 3 Only, List 2 Only, and
List 1 Only. The design of the study and test lists differed from
that of Criss and Shiffrin (2005) only in the addition of the third
study list. The List 1 Only, List 2 Only, and List 3 Only
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Table 1
Pair Condition Design
Study condition
Lists 12&3 Same
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Lists 12&3 Different

First study list

Second study list

Third study list

Test list

Test pair type

Correct response

w1-f1
w2-f2
w3-f3
w4-f4
w5-f5
w6-f6
w7-f7
w8-f8
w9-f9
w10-f10

w1-f1
w2-f2
w3-f3
w4-f5
w5-f6
w6-f4
w7-f8
w8-f9
w9-f10
w10-f7

w1-f1
w2-f2
w3-f3
w4-f6
w5-f4
w6-f5
w7-f9
w8-f10
w9-f7
w10-f8
w11-f11
w12-f12
w13-f13

w1-f1
w2-f3
w3-f2
w4-f6
w5-f4
w6-f5
w7-f10
w8-f7
w9-f8
w10-f9
w11-f11
w12-f13
w13-f12
w14-f14
w15-f16
w16-f15

Intact
Rearranged

Yes
No

Intact

Yes

Rearranged

No

Intact
Rearranged

Yes
No

Intact
Rearranged

No
No

Intact
Rearranged

No
No

List 3 Only
List 2 Only

List 1 Only

w14-f14
w15-f15
w16-f16
w17-f17
w18-f18
w19-f19

w17-f17
w18-f19
w19-f18

Note. w1 ⫽ word1; f1 ⫽ face1, etc. In the experiment, there were equal numbers of studied pairs in all conditions (not illustrated here to conserve space).
Only half of the studied List 1 Only and List 2 Only pairs were used in the test phase in order to keep the same test list length as prior studies. The correct
response to intact pairs in the List 1 Only and List 2 Only conditions was “no” because participants were instructed to accept only pairs that had appeared
on the third study list. Table adapted from Overman and Becker (2009).

conditions consisted of word–face pairs that appeared only
once, on the applicable study list. The Lists 12&3 Different
condition consisted of words and faces that appeared on all
three study lists in different pair combinations on each study
list. Finally, the Lists 12&3 Same condition consisted of word–
face pairs that appeared on all three study lists in exactly the
same combination of word and face. Each condition used 16
words and 16 faces.
create the test list. Within each condition, test items were
either intact pairs that had been studied, or novel rearranged
pairs created from pairs within that condition. Participants’ task
during the test phase was to endorse pairs that had been studied
on the third study list, and to reject pairs that were new or had
been studied on the first or second study lists. Thus, in the case
of the Lists 12&3 Different condition, in which each word and
face had been studied in a different pair on each list, intact pairs
at test were identical to pairs on the third study list, and
rearranged pairs at test were completely novel pairings of words
and faces that had not occurred on any of the study lists. For the
List 1 Only and List 2 Only conditions, the intact pairs at test
were pairs that had in fact been studied, yet the correct response
to these pairs was “no,” because participants were instructed to
say “yes” only to pairs that had been presented on the third
study list. Additionally, only half of the words and faces from
the List 1 Only and List 2 Only conditions were used in the test,
so that the overall length of the test list remained at 64 pairs (as
in prior experiments), despite the addition of the third study
list.
An additional design constraint in Version B of the experiment
was that names were only paired with faces of matching gender,
across all lists.

Procedure
For older adult participants, the MMSE was completed prior
to beginning the experiment. The experiment was conducted
using E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Sharpsburg, PA). Participants were seated at a computer and told that
they would be seeing three lists of word-face pairs, and would
later be asked to remember what they saw. Each study list was
labeled with a message stating “You are beginning List 1,”
“You are beginning List 2,” and so forth that was presented on
the computer screen just before the start of each study list. Each
study list contained 48 pairs of items (16 from the Lists 12&3
Same condition, 16 from the Lists 12&3 Different condition,
and 16 from the relevant List 1 Only, List 2 Only, or List 3 Only
condition). To maintain participants’ attention to pairs during
study, they were instructed to make a simple response to each
pair with the keyboard. In Version A, participants indicated
whether they thought the word and face went together (yes/no);
in Version B, participants indicated whether they found the
face-name pair pleasant or not (yes/no). Pairs were presented
until participants pressed a key or for a maximum of 5000 ms.
Each study trial was separated by a 500-ms interstimulus interval (ISI). In between study lists, participants completed a backward counting by threes task for one minute. Following the
third study list, participants were told that they would be seeing
a list containing word-face pairs, some of which they had
already encountered. They were instructed to respond “yes”
during the test phase only if they saw exact pairs that were from
List 3. They were instructed to respond “no” to all other pairs,
including intact pairs that were from List 1 or List 2. After any
questions were answered, participants were presented with the
test list of 64 pairs of items. Pairs were presented until the
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participant made a response or for a maximum of 5000 ms
(failure to respond occurred on approximately 1% of all trials
across participants).

Results
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Old/New Pair Discrimination
For present purposes, the dependent variable of interest was old/
new pair discrimination as represented by d= (Macmillan & Creelman,
2005). “Yes” responses to intact pairs (i.e., hits) and to rearranged
pairs (i.e., false alarms) within each condition were used to compute
d= for each participant (note that in the List 1 Only and List 2 Only
conditions, the hit rate used to compute d= was also based on “yes”
responses to intact List 1 Only and List 2 Only pairs, respectively,
despite the fact that these responses were technically incorrect due to
the list-discrimination instructions). Trials in which no response was
made before the deadline were not included in the computation of hit
and false alarm rates. Figure 3 displays mean d= across pair study
conditions for young and older adult participants. These means were
compared in a 5 (pair study condition) ⫻ 2 (age group) ⫻ 2 (experiment version) mixed-model ANOVA. There was a significant main
effect of experiment version, F(1, 103) ⫽ 4.39, p ⫽ .039, p2 ⫽ .04,
such that overall performance was slightly better in Version A (abstract words) than Version B (names). However, there was no Condition ⫻ Version or Age Group ⫻ Version Interaction (both F ⬍ 1),
nor a three-way interaction, F(4, 412) ⫽ 1.331, p ⫽ .26. Consequently, in Figure 3 we have presented the results collapsed across
experiment version. Consistent with the findings of Overman and
Becker (2009), there were significant main effects of pair study
condition, F(4, 412) ⫽ 16.21, p ⬍ .001, MSE ⫽ 12.26, p2 ⫽ .14, and
age group, F(1, 103) ⫽ 20.19, MSE ⫽ 20.70, p ⬍ .001, p2 ⫽ .16, as
well as a Condition ⫻ Age group interaction, F(4, 412) ⫽ 8.49,
MSE ⫽ 2.122, p ⫽ .025, p2 ⫽ .03.

Discussion and Model
Figure 3 also displays model fits from the associative REM
model as applied to the structure of the three-list experiment. As
described above in the approach to modeling the Overman and
Becker (2009) data, parameter adjustments were first made to
provide a decent fit to young adult data, and then older adult data
were modeled by changing only either the g parameter or the c
parameter, with very similar results for the two parameters. For
both parameters, less of an adjustment was needed away from the
young adult model, suggesting that older adult performance in this
experiment was less degraded than in Overman and Becker
(2009).1
The overall results of the three-list experiment, and its corresponding model, share the pattern of particular interest from the
Overman and Becker (2009) data. Specifically, young and older
adult performance differs most in the condition where pairs are
repeated, appearing to suggest a specific deficit in encoding associative information. It is worth noting that in the current experiment, the nature of the empirical interaction differs somewhat from
the interaction found by Overman and Becker. In that experiment,
older adults performed no better in the repeated-list condition than
in other conditions. In the three-list experiment, older adults did
perform best in the repeated list condition, just as young adults did,
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although the benefit of list repetition was not as great for older
adults as it was for young adults. This is in line with other studies
that have found pair repetition benefits for older adults in experiments with multiple repetitions (Kilb & Naveh-Benjamin, 2011;
Light et al., 2004). Thus, it may have been the case in the Overman
and Becker experiment that older adults’ overall performance fell
into a range where the benefit of pair repetition was too small to
detect (indeed our model in Figure 1 predicts a small benefit). An
additional consideration in the current data is that the age difference in the Lists 12&3 condition could have been compressed
somewhat by older adults’ low level of performance in that condition. Finally, for both age groups, the model tends to overestimate discrimination performance in the Lists 12&3 Different
condition and underestimate performance in the List 3 Only
condition. Notwithstanding these caveats, the model does a
good job of capturing the age differences in those conditions, as
well as their relative magnitude in comparison with the age
difference in the Lists 12&3 Same condition, as seen in the right
panel of Figure 3. For current purposes, this demonstrates that
an uneven pattern of age differences in associative memory can
be reproduced by a general reduction in the diagnosticity of all
features stored in memory. As in the original model, this
reduction in diagnosticity can be achieved equally well through
adjustment of either the shape of the feature distribution, or the
rate of encoding accuracy.

Modeling Age Differences in Proactive Interference
As discussed above, in Overman and Becker’s (2009) experiment as well as the three-list experiment reported here, age differences were greater in the pair-repetition condition than in any
other conditions in the task. However, this pattern of age differences has not been uniformly found across all versions of the
paradigm reported to date. In particular, Overman and Stephens
(2013) found a somewhat different pattern depending on what
encoding strategy was employed by participants. We now turn to
the data from that study to consider whether its pattern of age
differences can be similarly described by the associative REM
model.

Overman and Stephens (2013): Strategy Effects
The experiment reported by Overman and Stephens (2013)
was identical in its basic structure to that of Criss and Shiffrin
(2005) and Overman and Becker (2009), but included additional
instructions intended to manipulate participants’ associative
encoding of word-face pairs.2 Word stimuli in the experiment
were names of occupations, and participants were assigned to
one of two associative-strategy conditions. In the lowassociation condition, participants were instructed to visualize
1
Perhaps not surprising, as the mean age of older adult participants in the
Overman and Becker (2009) study was higher (82.2 years) than in the current
experiment (74.88 years). Also, the mean education level of older adults in that
study was lower (13.8 years) than in the current experiment (16.77 years),
which could imply a reduced cognitive reserve (e.g., Stern, 2006).
2
For present purposes, we examine the conditions in Overman and
Stephens (2013) that had “low context salience,” that is, white backgrounds
during both study lists as used in Overman and Becker (2009) and in the
three-list experiment reported here.
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Figure 3. Results of the current experiment in which three study lists were presented (bars) with model fits
(lines) from the three-list version of the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) model. The left panel presents the results in
terms of mean discrimination of intact versus rearranged pairs, as indexed by d=, with error bars representing
standard error of the mean. The right panel displays the age difference within each condition, with error bars
representing standard error of the mean difference. Model fits were again produced by adjusting parameters to
fit young adult data first, then changing only the g or c parameter to fit older adult data.

each person pictured on the screen stating the name of the
occupation listed next to her or his picture. In the highassociation condition, participants were instructed to visualize
each person performing the listed occupation. Predictably, the
high-association strategy improved associative recognition performance in both age groups. However, the improvement was
not uniform across conditions: The greatest strategy benefits
were observed in young adults, in the Lists 1&2 Same and List
2 Only conditions (data are presented in Figure 4). In contrast,
strategy had little effect on young adult performance in the Lists
1&2 Different condition, suggesting that there was a trade-off:
Better associative encoding led to an interference effect such
that intact, to-be-endorsed pairs (i.e., from the second study list)
were rejected at test because of the alternate associations created during the first study list. The Lists 1&2 Same and List 2
Only pairs were immune from interference because their constituent faces and occupations had never been studied in alternate pairings.
Relative to older adults, the pattern of strategy effects in
young adults created a novel age difference: In addition to
lacking the pair repetition benefit of young adults, older adults
in the high-association condition also lacked the proactive
interference effect that reduced performance in the Lists 1&2
Different condition compared to the List 2 Only condition. Can
a model describe this age difference in the interference effect
using reduced feature diagnosticity, as with the pair repetition
effect? The REM model we have used thus far cannot immediately answer this question, because it is not capable of producing the interference effect in the first place. The reason for
this is relatively simple: The model encodes exactly the same
amount of associative evidence for Lists 1&2 Different pairs as
it does for List 2 Only pairs. The only difference between the

two conditions is that there is an additional encoding episode
for each of the individual items from the Lists 1&2 Different
condition, within their alternate pairings on the first study list.
However, the model includes no mechanism by which those
alternate pairings on the first study list can disrupt memory for
the pairings on the second study list. Thus, in order to proceed
in modeling age differences in proactive interference, we must
add an interference mechanism to the model.

Modeling Proactive Interference as Reencoding
How does a previously learned association disrupt memory
for later associations? For our current purposes, we draw inspiration from neuroscientific studies of associative learning that
have conceptualized proactive interference as arising from the
activation of prior associations during the learning of new
associations (e.g., De Rosa & Hasselmo, 2000; De Rosa, Desmond, Anderson, Pfefferbaum, & Sullivan, 2004). Recent findings related to proactive facilitation within multiple-list associative memory tasks also support the idea that encoding of
pairs involves some recollection of prior pairings (Aue, Criss,
& Novak, 2017; Wahlheim & Jacoby, 2013). Based on these
ideas, we propose that proactive interference may result from
some reencoding of prior pair information during encoding of
new pairs. Within the associative REM model, this type of
process can be approximated by assuming (a) that within each
encoding episode, there is a probability of retrieving the memory trace for a similar, prior encoding episode, and (b) that there
is some probability that features from a retrieved prior episode
may be inserted into the memory trace for the current episode.
In order to implement these assumptions in the model, we
included a recollection process in the encoding of memory traces
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Figure 4. Data (bars) and model fits (lines) for the Overman and Stephens (2013) version of the experimental
paradigm, in which participants used a low- or high-association visualization strategy to encode face-occupation pairs.
Upper panels display old/new discrimination in terms of d=, with error bars representing standard error of the mean.
Young adults who used the high-association strategy exhibited proactive interference such that performance was
worse for pairs in which the constituent items had been previously studied twice, in different pairings (Lists 1&2
Different), relative to pairs composed of items that had only been studied in a single pair (List 2 Only). Lower panels
present the age difference in each condition, with error bars representing standard error of the mean difference. Model
fits are results of the extended model that included a proactive interference mechanism; the modeling approach was
the same as for previous models. As with the benefit of pair repetition, adjustment of either g or c alone was sufficient
to reduce the effect of proactive interference in a manner consistent with the age difference.

for the second study list.3 The recollection process is based on the
sampling and recovery mechanisms of the SAM model (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) and has been invoked (although not always
fully implemented) in other versions of REM to simulate the
involvement of recollection in various tasks, including single-item
recognition (Malmberg, Holden, & Shiffren, 2004), associative
recognition (Xu & Malmberg, 2007), and free recall (Lehman &
Malmberg, 2009; Malmberg & Shiffrin, 2005).

3
Somewhat ironically, it was not necessary to add a recollection process to the
old/new decision at test. We found that doing so introduces recall-to-reject behavior that serves to reduce both hits and false alarms, having little to no effect on
old/new discrimination. Thus, for the sake of parsimony, we left the retrieval
process at test unchanged from that of the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) model,
although a more comprehensive model of associative memory would likely include a recollection mechanism at test (cf. Xu & Malmberg, 2007).
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The standard recollection process in REM uses the same likelihood values as the recognition process, computed by comparing
some portion of the current stimulus (the probe) to the traces stored
in memory. These likelihood values then determine the probability
of each trace being sampled, and the sampled trace is then recovered with a separate probability based on how many of its features
match the current stimulus (see Appendix for details).
For the current model, we let one of the items from each pair in
the second study list act as a retrieval probe for memory traces
from the first study list. The sampling and recovery process described above thus tends to retrieve a trace from the first study list
if it contains a high match to that item. For proactive interference,
we then assume that if a trace is recovered from the first study list,
individual item and associative features from that trace are copied
into the trace for the current pair on the second study list (note that
the recovered trace is still degraded and contains an incomplete
and inaccurate set of feature values). The feature values (including
missing features) are copied from the recovered trace into the
current trace with the same probabilities as those that determine
new encoding of item and associative features from the current
stimulus.
The overall effect of this mechanism is that it provides for some
(relatively small) probability that a diagnostic feature of a different
pair from the first study list will be copied into the trace for a pair
from the second study list, thereby reducing the likelihood that the
pair from the second study list will be recognized at test. Naturally,
this probability is greatest in the Lists 1&2 Different condition, for
which there is the best chance of recovering a prior trace that
contains evidence for a different pair than the one currently being
studied.
Crucially, the probability that a diagnostic interfering feature
will be copied also depends on the general availability of diagnostic features in the memory traces for the first study list. One way
of increasing the number of diagnostic features encoded may be
through the use of an effective associative strategy. Figure 4 shows
the output of the model with the proactive interference mechanism
included. For the low-association strategy, we assumed a lower
rate of associative feature encoding than item encoding, just as in
the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) model. The overall pattern closely
resembles that of the original model, with little discernible effect
of interference as seen in the lack of difference between the Lists
1&2 Different and List 2 Only conditions. For the high-association
model, we assumed that associative encoding occurred at the same
rate as item encoding. This higher rate of associative encoding
makes more features available to be reencoded into traces on the
second study list, and a clear effect of proactive interference
emerges (although this model somewhat undershoots the magnitude of the effect4).
Having incorporated interference into the Criss and Shiffrin
model, we can now test whether changes in the g or c parameters alone can produce the age differences observed in the
Overman and Stephens (2013) data. The lower panels of Figure
4 demonstrate that these reductions in overall feature diagnosticity do indeed cause greater degradation of performance in the
Lists 1&2 Same and List 2 Only conditions than in other
conditions, reproducing the qualitative pattern of age differences found in the data.

Discussion
Much of the literature on the age-related associative deficit has
been based on findings that age differences are greater in memory
for associative information than in memory for item information
(e.g., Naveh-Benjamin, 2000). However, as Benjamin (2010,
2016) has noted, empirical interactions do not necessarily imply
specific deficits. Our purpose in the present article was to examine
whether some of the age interactions observed in our own current
and prior work on associative memory might be accounted for by
general, rather than specific, deficits in memory. The modeling
results we report here indicate that some of the age differences in
associative memory that we have observed, both in previously
published results and in the results of a new experiment, are well
described by a model in which older adult memory generally
operates with less information than young adult memory overall.
By “less information” we mean, quite literally, that our models of
older adult performance simply used less informative (i.e., less
diagnostic) features to represent stimuli than our models of young
adult performance. Interestingly, more than one parameter in the
model can achieve the effect of making features less diagnostic.
Specifically, we achieved nearly identical results by adjusting the
g parameter, which determines the geometric probability distribution used to generate feature values, and the c parameter, which
determines the accuracy rate for features that are encoded in
memory traces. Hence, there is more than one way to be less
diagnostic.
Because of this (i.e., “more than one way to be less diagnostic”),
REM yields an important insight beyond what has been provided
by other models of the associative deficit hypothesis. That is, by
framing the deficit in terms of feature diagnosticity, REM provides
an alternate conceptualization that harmonizes seemingly conflicting approaches used in other models. For example, in their response to Benjamin’s (2016) application of DRYAD to the associative deficit, Naveh-Benjamin and Smyth (2016) argued that a
better approach was to be found in the neural network model of Li
et al. (2005), in which impaired neuromodulation caused less
distinctive representations. As noted earlier, DRYAD’s concept of
reduced fidelity maps on to our adjustment of REM’s c parameter,
whereas Li et al.’s reduction in distinctiveness is analogous to our
adjustment of REM’s g parameter. As such, the versions of the
REM model that we describe here provide a framework for understanding the contrast between the two approaches, while also
suggesting that the difference between such approaches may not be
especially meaningful, insofar as they may be functionally equivalent when it comes to the diagnosticity of information in memory.
Although we have shown that the age differences examined here
can be largely explained with general deficits, we do not intend to
argue against the existence of specific associative deficits altogether. It may be noted that, while the model fits presented here
4
It is possible to strengthen the proactive interference effect within the
model by making additional assumptions about how features from prior
pairs are copied into current pairs, for example by copying associative
features with a higher probability than other features. However, we sought
to add as few additional assumptions to the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) model
as possible. We also note that the model of proactive interference presented
here is not intended to be definitive. Our main interest is in demonstrating
that reducing feature diagnosticity in the model reduces proactive interference to a similar extent as the age difference observed in the empirical data.
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generally reproduce the qualitative pattern of age differences
across conditions, the model does have a tendency to underestimate age differences in the repeated-list conditions relative to
some of the other conditions. Thus it is likely that better fits could
be obtained by including some specific associative deficits in the
model, such as a reduction in associative feature encoding. We
intentionally avoided adding any special assumptions to the current models as a test of how well general mechanisms alone could
capture the basic patterns in the data. Additionally, the data and
versions of the REM model presented here are limited to a specific
experimental paradigm, and we have made no attempt to model
manipulations such as divided attention, which have been used to
test predictions based on general decline hypotheses (e.g., Smyth
& Naveh-Benjamin, 2016). Formal process models like REM and
DRYAD may be particularly useful as tools for further exploration
of how various mechanistic assumptions regarding age differences
may (or may not) be able to reproduce empirical patterns. Moving
forward, additional useful insights into the nature of age differences may also be obtained through the application of a descriptive
Bayesian approach to modeling and model selection (e.g., Tauber,
Navarro, Perfors, & Steyvers, 2017).
The models presented here are also quite simplistic with regard
to what they assume about retrieval processes that occur during
study. Indeed, the models we present for the Overman and Becker
(2009) data, and for the data from the current experiment, do not
include any retrieval mechanism during study (which could account for some of the model’s divergence from human performance in both age groups for the current experiment, given that
study-phase retrieval might be expected to play a greater role with
multiple study lists). Likewise, the study-phase retrieval mechanism that we added to the model for the Overman and Stephens
(2013) data was minimal in terms of its assumptions about how
prior study episodes are retrieved and reencoded. All of these
choices were intentional, to avoid adding any unnecessary assumptions to the model. Nonetheless, it should be acknowledged that a
complete understanding of age differences in performance on
multiple-list memory tasks would include additional mechanisms
for study-phase retrieval, including metacognitive mechanisms.
For example, Wahlheim (2014) found that older adults are less
likely than young adults to detect when pairings of stimuli change
across study lists. The detection and subsequent recollection of
such changes appears to support proactive facilitation in cued
recall tasks, whereas the failure to do so results in proactive
interference (Wahlheim & Jacoby, 2013). Thus a more detailed
model might include mechanisms whereby prior stimuli that are
strongly recalled during a second study list enhance memory traces
in such a way that subsequent memory for the temporal order of
episodes is more accurate (see also Aue et al., 2017). An interesting question for future research is whether such a model could
predict the observed age differences in interference for cued recall
using a reduction in feature diagnosticity as we have for the
associative recognition data considered here.
In summary, the data and models presented here provide a
concrete example of how empirical findings that imply a specific
associative deficit can potentially be attributed to general mechanisms. These results should encourage further theoretical work that
evaluates whether associative deficits found in other paradigms
can be modeled with reductions in the diagnosticity of memory
information. Finally, the current findings also demonstrate the
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usefulness of the REM model as a framework for understanding
age-related memory decline. The model is well-developed and has
been applied to a wide variety of memory paradigms in young
adults over the last 20 years, so the opportunities are ripe for
further research that examines age differences within the REM
framework.
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Appendix
The Criss and Shiffrin (2005) Model of Associative Recognition
As described in the text, the REM model (Shiffrin & Steyvers,
1997) represents stimuli as vectors of features generated from a
geometric distribution, such that the probability of any given
feature V having value j is provided by the formula
P(V ⫽ j) ⫽ (1 ⫺ g) j⫺1g.

(1)

The Criss and Shiffrin (2005) version of the model assumes that
each word–face pair is represented by 45 total features: 15 for each
item, 15 for context, and 15 associative features that represent the
unique word–face combination. For all our models of young adult
data, we generated features with Criss and Shiffrin’s value of g ⫽

.40. The subparts of each stimulus were generated separately and
combined according to the list structure used in the experiment,
such that some picture features, some word features, and some
associative features were repeated across study lists depending on
the condition. Context features were assumed to remain constant
within a study list, and to overlap between study lists due to their
overall similarity; the overlap was achieved by copying some
features of the List 1 context into the List 2 context. For the
Overman and Becker (2009) data, we set the probability of a
context feature being copied as pctx ⫽ .70 (same as Criss &
Shiffrin).

(Appendix continues)
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REM assumes that storage of memory traces is incomplete and
inaccurate, such that each feature is stored with probability u, and
if not stored, is replaced with 0. Criss and Shiffrin assumed that
associative features require more effort to generate and store than
other features, and thus specified a separate parameter, uassociative,
for the probability of encoding an associative feature. For our
model of the Overman and Becker data, we used u ⫽ .35 and
uassociative ⫽ .15 (Criss & Shiffrin used u ⫽ .32 and uassociative ⫽
.20). If a feature is encoded, there is still a probability that it will
be encoded incorrectly; for all of our models of young adult
performance we set this probability as c ⫽ .90 (same as Criss &
Shiffrin). Incorrectly encoded features are replaced by randomly
selected feature values from the distribution.
The feature vectors generated for the study list were also used to
construct a test list according to the structure of the experiment.
The context features for each item were assumed to be the List 2
context features, since the task instruction was to only recognize
pairs presented on the second study list. Generally speaking, REM
evaluates the match between test stimuli and memory traces by
computing a likelihood value  for each memory trace according
to the following equation:
i ⫽ (1 ⫺ c)niq

⫺ c)g(1 ⫺ g)
兿j 冋 c ⫹ (1g(1
⫺ g) j⫺1

册

j⫺1 n jim

,

兺

⫺1 ⫺1
⌽item ⫽ 1 i [␣iI⫺1 ⫹ (1 ⫺ ␣)iC
] ,
(3)
N
where N is the number of memory traces over which the likelihood
values were computed, and ␣ is a parameter that weights the
contribution of item and context likelihoods to the odds (set at ␣ ⫽
.50 in Criss & Shiffrin and all models in the current study). The
associative likelihood values are used to produce a separate odds:

兺i iA.

The old/new decision for the test stimulus is then based on the
comparison of each odds to a criterion. The model responds “old”
for the entire stimulus if the item odds ⌽item for both the word and
picture exceed the item criterion, and the associative odds
⌽associative exceeds the associative criterion. For our model of the
Overman and Becker young adult data, we used an item criterion
of 1.0 and an associative criterion of 0.9 (Criss and Shiffrin used
1.5 and 0.9, respectively).
For our models of older adult data from Overman and Becker
(2009), we first found an approximate fit to the proportion old data
(i.e., hits and false alarms) for young adults by adjusting parameters to the values mentioned above. We then fixed all parameter
values except for either g or c, and adjusted each of those parameters separately until we found an approximate fit to the d= data for
older adults. By modeling the age difference in terms of d= (instead
of hit and false alarm rates) we kept our focus on modeling the age
difference in old/new discrimination and avoided the need to also
adjust the model’s decision criteria. Model results presented in
Figures 1 and 2 represent averages of n ⫽ 1000 simulated participants for each parameter setting, with all stimulus features, etc.
generated independently for each simulated participant.

(2)

where niq is the number of nonzero mismatching features, and njim
is the number of matching features with value j, for stimulus i.
Criss and Shiffrin’s associative version of the model assumes that
for each test stimulus, a separate set of likelihood values iI are
computed for each group of item features in the test stimulus, as
well as likelihood values iC for the context features, and iA for
the associative features. The item and context likelihood values are
combined to produce a value for the odds that the test item was
studied in the relevant context:

⌽associative ⫽ 1
N
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(4)

Adding a Third Study List
The model for the present experiment with three study lists had
all of the same basic assumptions as the Criss and Shiffrin (2005)
model for the experiment with two study lists. The number of
stored traces and the construction of the study and test lists were
modified according to the design of the experiment. Context features for the third study list were copied out of the context features
for the second study list, after the copying was performed from the
context features of the first study list into the second study list, and
in the same manner, with pctx ⫽ .70. Test stimuli contained context
features for List 3, since the task was to endorse pairs that were
studied on the third study list. All other assumptions and parameters for the young adult data were identical to the model used for
the Overman and Becker data, except for uassociative ⫽ .20. The
modeling approach was the same: Adjustments were made to fit
the young adult hit and false alarm data first, then all parameters
were held constant except for g and c, which were adjusted
separately to produce the two fits for older adult d= data.

(Appendix continues)
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Adding Proactive Interference
As described in the text, we assumed that proactive interference
resulted from a retrieval of List 1 traces during the study phase for
List 2, which then caused some of the features of those List 1
traces to be copied into the List 2 traces. We implemented the
retrieval of List 1 traces according to the search and recovery
process described in Malmberg and Shiffrin (2005). For each
stimulus presented in List 2, we assumed that one of the items
could act as a retrieval cue for a prior trace. For simplicity, we let
this be the portion of the stimulus designated as containing the
picture features, but the word and picture portions of the feature
vectors in this model are interchangeable. The picture features of
each List 2 stimulus were compared to the stored (degraded)
picture features of every List 1 memory trace to compute likelihood values according to Equation 2 above. Based on these likelihood values, the probability of sampling a given List 1 trace
image, Ii, based on the picture retrieval cue, Q, was:
P(Ii | Q) ⫽

i␥

兺 i␥

,

(5)

where i is the likelihood ratio from Equation 2 and ␥ is a scaling
factor; we used ␥ ⫽ .20 (same as Malmberg & Shiffrin). Using
these probabilities, the model then sampled a trace from List 1;
however, the sampled trace was not necessarily successfully recovered. The probability of successful recovery of the trace, P(R),
was determined by the following equation:
P(R) ⫽ r,

(6)

where r represents the proportion of correctly stored features in

the memory trace as a whole, and  is another scaling factor. We
used  ⫽ .50 (again, same as Malmberg & Shiffrin). If a List 1
trace was successfully recovered, we then assumed that the feature
values of that trace (in its degraded form, i.e., including incorrect
values and zeros) were copied into the memory trace for the List
2 stimulus with the same probabilities, u and uassociative, that were
used to determine the probability of encoding stimulus features.
Once the List 2 traces were modified according to this proactive
interference process, all of the assumptions and retrieval mechanisms were applied as in the Criss and Shiffrin (2005) model we
used for the Overman and Becker (2009) data.
The modeling procedure was the same as for the previous
models. We adjusted parameters to achieve a decent fit to the hit
and false alarm data for young adults in each of the associative
strategy conditions. For the low-association condition, we used
u ⫽ .35, uassociative ⫽ .24, and pctx ⫽ .60, with an item criterion of
1.25 and associative criterion of 0.75. For the high-association
condition, we used u ⫽ .35, uassociative ⫽ .35, and pctx ⫽ .60, with
an item criterion of 0.85 and associative criterion of 0.65 (the
relatively low values of the criteria compensated for the overall
reduction in familiarity caused by the interference mechanism).
Once an acceptable set of parameters was found for the young
adult data, all parameters were held constant except for g or c,
which were adjusted separately to produce the fits for older adult
d= data.
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